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Intro:
The Internet Archive, a digital library, offers free hosting of videos, but with a difference.
  -We transcode videos to other formats.
  -We store it forever with no advertisements.
  -Lifetime management of the videos -- as new formats become popular we create them for your videos.
  -New!  support to retrieve clip segments from within videos -- perfect for mashing up!
  -New!  we support multilingual subtitling.
  -250,000+ videos with curated collections like "Democracy Now!", Prelinger Archives, game videos and lots more.

Come to this talk to learn about how you can use our services, how we can host your collection, and how we handle archiving and make it all possible.


Quick Demo:
Working with folks from metavid, Wikimedia, xiph.org, annodex, and h264.code-shop.com, we have made it so that users can access and play clips from segments of video in both Ogg Theora and h.264 .mp4 formats.  We show a "mashup" demo of about 10 clips.


Part 1: Archival vs. User Accessible

At archive.org, we solicit collections of multimedia (esp. digital books, video, and audio) from of cultural interest from libraries and normal folks alike.  We store them forever, for free, and make them public for other users to use and download.  To ensure preservation, we always keep the originally submitted file and format and store it forever.  To address user accessibility, we seek to find the formats that have the best tradeoff between popular and most likely to be usable versus highest quality for the most common bandwidth at the time.  Over time and as the world evolves, we can change the user accessible formats by going back to the original and remaking our "derivative" formats.  We recently recoded all our 200,000+ videos to Ogg Theora, for example.

Questions to address:
Do popular sites like youtube drive the choice of formats?
How can one best avoid rights and technology issues?
How do we handle re-deriving and what about the prior formats?


Part 2: Access

We have many ways to upload content to us.  There are technologies like FTP, HTTP, rsync, etc. as well as the uploader being human, a robot/script, or a bulk set of media files.  Once uploaded, we provide a web page per "item" (eg: a video which might have more than one format), with permalinks to the media files, and an HTML embed code for off-site use.  In addition, we are shifting towards a nearly comprehensive JSON API to do just about everything -- to search for content, to get summary metadata in bulk, and to get detailed metadata for an item.   We use the same JSON on our back-end, using "server side javascript", to create the web page HTML for each item.  


Part 3: Fun / Demos / What May Come:

We upload a short video clip.

We go to another site and show a simple JSON-based page using live archive.org search results and video embedding.

We show metavid and text-based search of US Congress segments.

